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What size 
company do you 
work for?
§ Small Business
§ Midsize Company
§ Large Corporation



§ About Me

§ About my Company

§ 12 Steps to Building a Successful 

Analyst Relations (AR) Program

§ Recap

§ A Few Announcements

§ Q&A



§ Marketing & Communications 
Executive

§ Specializing in High Tech
§ 25+ years of Experience
§ Worked on both the Corporate 

& Agency Side
§ Based in the Boston area
§ Current Assignment:  Director 

of PR & Analyst Relations for 
Kentico Software



§ Software Company Founded in 2004
§ Privately Held
§ Expertise  in Content Management Systems 

(CMS), E-commerce, & Digital Marketing
§ Offices in No. America, EMEA, & APAC
§ 250 Employees
§ Customers in 100 countries
§ Global partner network
§ Powering 25,000 websites around the world



www.kentico.com





§You don’t have any 
experience with analysts
§You’re not sure how to get 

your arms around this new 
assignment
§You’re beginning to feel very 

anxious



I.

Definition of anxiety:
“Fear or nervousness about what 
might happen”



Speaking of fear and anxiety:



§Lead Character: David 
Vincent, architect

§What He Did:  Witnessed 
a UFO landing

§Storyline: 
oVincent tries to             

convince people that aliens 
from another planet are here 
and operating in the 
shadows

oMeanwhile, they draw on 
seemingly unlimited 
resources to silence him



§Lead Character : Thomas Vale, 
photographer

§What He Did:  Photographed 
something that the government 
didn’t want people to see

§Storyline:
o Shadowy government organization 

erases Vale’s identity

o They follow him no matter where he goes

o They are always one step ahead of him

o Their goal is to make him feel 
“disenfranchised”



You feel like….
§You’re dealing with a “shadowy” 

group of people (analysts) 
whom you don’t know much 
about
§They know everything
§They have unlimited resources
§They are everywhere
§You, meanwhile, are on your 

own

Commonalities 
between those 
TV shows…
and your 
situation



The Good News:

§Are not out to get you
§They’re just doing their job
§And for the most part, they 

are pretty nice people!



II.



§ Fear of the unknown

§ Fear of failure

§ Fear of saying the wrong thing

§ Fear of doing this all by yourself

§ Fear that the analyst is going to ask 
you something that you don’t know

§ Fear that you’re out of your league

§ Fear of losing your job

What Kind of Fears?



III.



§ Come out of of the corporate world

§ Experts in their field

§ Heavily concentrated in U.S., offices 
worldwide

§ Their mission is to counsel the firm’s clients 
on the latest trends, technologies, and 
vendors 

§ They produce a lot of written research

§ They speak at trade shows, conferences, and 
events

§ They use various methods to help them 
differentiate between vendors

–Gartner “Magic Quadrant,” Forrester “Wave”



§They will move on to the next 
vendor or topic that they’re 
working on

§They will assume that you 
don’t want to engage with 
them

§An opportunity will be lost
§ It will be more difficult to 

engage that analyst 
at a later date



§They are not trying to be difficult
§They are researching a company, 

industry, trend, or technology
§They are writing a report
§They are trying to differentiate 

between the various players



§Just tell them the truth – that you 
don’t know but will find out for 
them

§Direct them to company’s web 
pages or other resources that 
address the topic they are 
interested in

§Offer to connect them with a 
subject matter expert, member of 
the executive team, customer, or 
partner



§No! If the analyst has initiated the 
communication, chances are that they 
are simply collecting data

§Typically, you can brief an analyst for 
free once or twice per year

§ If you find an analyst firm that you 
connect with and that works well with 
your company, you may want to 
consider entering into a paid 
relationship with them



§Paid analyst engagements can include:
oStrategic counsel
oProduct planning
oPricing
oMarketing assessments
oSpeaking engagements (conference or 

webinar)
oWhite Papers
o etc.

§ Fee depends on the particular firm and the 
particular engagement

§ One-off engagements such as a white 
paper are likely to run into the low to mid 
five figure range

§ Year-long programs run into the low to 
mid six figures



Have you ever 
personally 
conducted an 
analyst 
briefing?



IV.





V.

















VI.



Jim Lundy
Aragon Research

Gavin Tay
Gartner Group

Jim Murphy
Gartner Group

Scott Liewehr
Digital Clarity Group

Dr. Natalie Petouhoff
Constellation Research

Ted Schadler
Forrester Research

Matt Papertsian
SiriusDecisions

Gil Canare
SiriusDecisions

Cathy McKnight
Digital Clarity Group

Mick MacComascaigh
Gartner Group

Randy Giusto
Outsell/Gilbane

Brian Manusama
Gartner Group

Melissa Webster
IDC

Stephen Emmott
JBoye

Tony White
ARS Logica



§ Posed this question to an 
analyst over breakfast just 
last week and here’s what 
he said…
o “We’re real people”
o “Get to know us”
o “Chat with us on a regular 

basis”
o “Share knowledge and 

information with us”



Now What?



VII.













VIII.



§Brief analysts 1-2x per 
year

§Balance the privacy needs 
of your company vs. the 
information needs of the 
analyst community

§Present your company in 
the best possible light

§Give analyst emails and 
phone calls top priority

§Present analysts with 
options: offer to connect 
them with your execs, 
customers, partners, etc.

§Get PR agency involved with 
your AR program

§Be more responsive and 
helpful than your 
competitors



IX.



§Connect analysts with 
members of your executive 
team at every opportunity

§Keep analysts abreast of 
what your company is 
doing and where i.e. trade 
shows, user conference, 
seminar, partner meeting, 
webcast

§Let analysts know about 
particularly interesting 
customers and partners

§Make sure analysts are 
aware of new surveys or 
research

§Follow key analysts on social 
media

§Be both proactive and 
reactive



§Kentico Partner invited me to 
appear on Web-based TV 
show called “CMS-
Connected”

§Panel Discussion
§They gave me the 

opportunity to invite an 
analyst – so I extended the 
invitation to Jim Lundy of 
Aragon Research

“Think Outside of the 
Box” Example:



§The entire 
opportunity 
came about 
because of the 
AR program 
and associated 
relationships 
built over the 
previous year

“Think Outside of the Box” Example:



X.



§Don’t expect to see immediate results
§Good AR programs take 1-2 years to get up 

and running
§Stay the course; resist calls to “pull the plug”
§Give analysts top priority; if they contact you, 

be sure to respond promptly
§Make sure everyone in the company who 

interacts with analysts goes through you first

Give Your AR Program Time to Work



XI.



§Get to know analysts’ schedulers and assistants
§Take advantage of every opportunity to meet 

analysts face to face
§Assemble a list of “go to” execs and subject 

matter experts inside your company
§Build a spreadsheet or database of the analysts 

in your market
§Log every interaction (phone call or email 

exchange) that you have with each analyst

Develop Best Practices





XII.



“Analysts need what‘s behind the story. They
need to understand the rationale behind your
company‘s solutions. They need to intimately
understand your strategy, message and 
execution. This behind the scenes sharing is
the aspect that many companies and 
executives fail to understand. The CEO should
treat the analyst as a neutral sounding board.“

Linda Vande Vrede
Outside Perspective 
Communications
Scottsdale, AZ
linda@
lindavandevrede.com



“Analysts are relied upon to separate 
the hype from reality. Quotes and 
perspectives from an analyst are often 
more valued than an executive or 
company interviewee.”

Howard Sholkin
Sholkin Consulting
Newton, MA
howard@
sholkinconsulting.com



“The analyst is in a position to become a 
company's advocate and promoter, 
singing a company's praises to key 
influencers and decision-makers.
Analysts are a small segment of the 
overall audience targeted by a company's
public relations team, but giant in 
importance.”

Jean Clement
Limelight PR
Menifee, CA
jean@
limelightPR.com



“The benefits of an AR program : 
§ First, the good analysts are out talking to 

your prospects all the time; they have a pulse 
on market requirements. Learn from them. 

§ Second, a top research firm like Gartner can 
provide much needed independent validation 
of your technology. 

§ Third, venture capital firms consult with top 
analysts frequently. A solid reputation with 
the right analysts will facilitate funding 
efforts.”

Susan Roberts
Strata Consulting 
Services
sroberts@
paradigm4.com



“Analyst bodies like Gartner, IDC, and 
Forester have a tremendous amount of 
influence over technology purchasing 
decisions. Technology providers that do 
not actively engage with relevant 
analysts do so at their own peril. They risk 
being misrepresented, or worse still, not 
being represented at all by credible industry 
information sources.”

Paul Manser
Mulberry Communications
Sydney, Australia
pmanser@mulberrymc.com



“Here’s how your PR firm can help with your 
AR Program. They can: 

§ Identify the analysts you need to get in front 
of

§ Help refine your corporate story and 
presentation

§ Secure briefings with relevant firms
§ Provide feedback 
§ Help manage analyst relationships moving 

forward”

Chris Blake
MSR Communications
San Francisco, CA
chris@
msrcommunications.com



I. Don’t be overwhelmed by the moment
II. Face your fears, one by one
III. Make sure that all of your up-front

questions are answered
IV. Find out which analysts cover your market
V. Do some basic research into these firms

–Visit analyst websites
–Read analyst bios
–Sign up for analyst newsletters & event announcements

Recap



VI. Associate names with faces
VII. Increase your comfort level with analysts

–Attend analyst webinars, seminars, and events

VIII. Build relationships with a few key analysts
IX. Think outside the box
X. Give your Analyst Relations program time to work
XI. Develop Best Practices
XII. Don’t re-invent the wheel; learn from your 

colleagues

Recap





Wisconsin Kentico User Group
Inaugural Meetings:

• APPLETON, WI – Tuesday, May 24th at 5:30PM
• MILWAUKEE, WI – Tuesday, June 7th at 5:30 PM

Details & Registration: 
www.meetup.com/WI-Kentico-User-Group

“The WI Kentico User 

Group is a community 

focused on knowledge 

sharing around Kentico

products. Users of all 

levels are welcome to join 

at any time – from those 

just getting started to 

those who have been 

rockin' and rollin' with 

Kentico.”



Interested in Learning 
More about Kentico?

Speak with:

Jessica MacRoberts
Territory Sales Manager

Kentico Software
Office: (603) 325-0635
Mobile: (603) 341-0570

JessicaM@kentico.com



Book 
Giveaway

Question:
How many people work in 
the technology industry in 
the United States?



§ Jim Panagas
Director of PR & Analyst  Relations
Kentico Software

§ Email: jamesp@kentico.com
§ Twitter:  @jimpanagas
§ LinkedIn:  

www.linkedin/in/jimpanagas

Feel free to contact me


